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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  1 6
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
September 15, 2003    MONDAY
Putting up a
valiant fight 
Eastern’s football team holds
division I-A Missouri scoreless
for most of first half.
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By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
A portrait of former Eastern President Carol
Surles placed in Old Main was unveiled to a crowd
of administrators, faculty and students Sunday.
Surles became Eastern’s eighth president on
March 1, 1999, but had to resign in July 2001
because of illness. Interim President Lou
Hencken, former vice president for student
affairs, assumed presidential responsibilities on
an interim basis Aug. 1, 2001.
Surles’ portrait showed her in a long, dark robe
with a blue and gold sash draped over her shoul-
ders. A yellow tassel lays across her lap, and a
gold pin is attached above her bosom. 
A serious, professional look protrudes in Surles’
nonchalant facial expressions. 
“It didn’t just capture her image, but the
essence of her personality,” said Jim Johnson,
chair of the university Presidential Portrait
Committee, of the president who University
police officers would sometimes find still in her
office during the midnight shift. 
The 34 by 42 inch portrait will be placed in a
glass and wooden case outside the president’s
office in Old Main, the portrait’s illustrator
William Chambers said. A smaller version, about
11 by 14 inches in dimension, hangs in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. A smaller, third portrait was given to
Surles.
Chambers, a national award-winning illustrator
based in Arlington Heights, painted the portrait
for about $19,000, Jill Nilsen, vice president for
external relations said. The money was funded by
private donation.
“Mr. Chambers made me look the way I wanted
him to make me look,” Surles said to laughter.
“(He) made me look like a real university presi-
dent.”
Surles told the audience of co-workers, friends
and family she remembers her tenure at Eastern
for increasing private and public funding, pur-
chasing more university land from Charleston and
addressing a “long list of deferred maintenance
needs.” 
“While I was president here,” Surles said, “I
often said that I was not born in Illinois, but I got
here as quickly as I could.”
S E E  P O R T R A I T  Page 7
By Kevin Sampier
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R  
The Panther Express shuttle
bus service has been on campus
for five years and, with the sign-
ing of a new contract, will last at
least another three.  
The Board of Trustees will con-
sider approving the renewal of
the $222,000 contract Monday.
H & H Shuttle Service Inc., of
Charleston, provides Eastern with
the shuttle bus service and has
done so for five years said Scott
Harrison, owner of H & H. 
“We’ve been in Charleston for
seven years,” Harrison said. “We
were trying to get the service to
Eastern from day one, but it took
some aggressive students to get it
going.” 
Not only does H & H run
Panther Express, it also help stu-
dents with planning large group
transportation.
“We do group shuttling for fra-
ternities and sororities,” Michelle
Daniel, manager of Panther
Express, said. “We also have
busses going to Wal-Mart, County
Market and the square. 
“I have contacted the Student
Government about changing the
schedule to add
Save-a-Lot, but
haven’t been
c o n t a c t e d , ”
Daniel said.   
A new shuttle
bus schedule
will be printed
when weather
starts to get colder, and could
include new hours of operation,
said Adam Howell, the Student
Senate Shuttle Bus Committee
chair.
Panther Express employs eight
drivers, Daniel said, three full
time and five part time Daniel
said.
More inside
 New shuttle
bus schedule
in the works
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Presidential portrait revealed
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
An onlooker admires the newly unveiled portrait of former university president Carol Surles Sunday afternoon during a ceremony
in the foyer of Old Main.
By Tim Martin
A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  E D I T O R
Painting people is like show-and-tell
for illustrator William Chambers.
Although Chambers has won numer-
ous awards, he admits anxiousness
when he sent Carol Surles’ portrait to
the university for approval.
Surles’ portrait was unveiled
Thursday to be placed in Old Main.
Like a child in grade school,
Chambers did not know if his offering
would be accepted or rejected. The
Arlington Heights native was afraid the
Presidential Portrait Committee would
scoff at his oil-paint rendition of Surles
and send it back.
Judging from Surles’ and the crowd’s
reaction, Chambers’ work was definite-
ly not just any ordinary show-and-tell
item, such as a geode or a Chia Pet.
“You always have anxiety when you
send a portrait out no matter where it
is,” Chambers said. “Though, I knew if
Surles saw it she would love it.”
And she did, describing the portrait
as, “masterful work.” 
S E E  A R T I S T  Page 7
Unveiling like show and tell for artist
 Eastern’s 8th president honored
with portrait hung in Old Main
Agreement reachedShuttle bus contract
worth $222,000 over
next three years By Lauren Mazurski 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Administration and faculty have
reached an agreement on both Unit
A and Unit B full-contract lan-
guage, according to an email
received by The Daily Eastern
News.
The email was sent by faculty
union president Charles Delman to
members of the University
Professionals of Illinois Thursday.
On March 18, the Board of
Trustees approved a tentative con-
tractual agreement between
administration and faculty. The
approved contract included a four-
year deal  discussing faculty raises
and other improvements. 
After six months of meetings
and revisions, the BOT, the univer-
sity’s governing body, will meet
Monday and discuss finalizing the
contract.   
Bob Wayland, director of
Employee and Labor Relations, 
S E E  A G R E E M E N T  Page 6
 Faculty, administration ready to propose new contract to Board of Trustees
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
English professors Carol Dudley and Ray Walkins talk to each other
during a University Professionals of Illinois rally outside of Old Main
Dec. 10, 2002.The rally was during contract negotiations.
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At the car  wash
Michelle Huller, sophomore elementary education major, scrubs a car in the Domino’s parking lot Saturday
morning as part of a car wash fundraiser held by the Pink Panther dance team.
This weekend was far too short.
But I did get to see some Jell-O
wrestling, so that was a plus. I
imagine next weekend (with the
football game and all) will be even
worse in terms of it going by
quickly, or better, if you happen to
be one of those half-full people.
People who are severe optimists
scare the hell out of me.
Activities for Monday
 Wayne Brady: Tickets go on
sale Monday for the two shows
Saturday, Oct. 11 in Lantz Arena.
Wayne Brady is one funny dude.
Hopefully, he’ll perform a drunk-
en Irish fight song like they do on
the show, “Whose Line Is It
Anyway.” It often happens that I
try to reproduce the fight songs
myself and it just never works.
Don’t let me down, Wayne. The
ticket office is located on the sec-
ond floor of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union, near
the University food Court. For
more ticket information, call 581-
3616.
 Public Relations Student
Society of America: They’re
throwing a pizza party in the Paris
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union at 6:30 p.m.
This is their first meeting of the
year, so if you’re interested in
public relations, you should defi-
nitely go to this and see what
PRSSA is all about. Don’t forget
about the free pizza signing bonus.
Activities for Tuesday
 “Getting Ready for Spring ‘04
Class Registration:” This is an
informational event mainly for
freshmen with declared majors.
So if you’re one of those people
who has declared a major and has
what I would call “goals” or “aspi-
rations,” this is for you. This event
will help you go-getting students
learn about the academic advising
process, the Electronic Writing
Portfolio and things of that sort.
For more info call Julie Sterling of
the Academic Advising Center at
581-2313.
Activities editor Dan Valenziano 
can be reached at
cudwv@eiu.edu
By Jennifer Chiariello
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Days before the first dawn of
fall, the area is seeing expected
weather conditions, according to
weather forecasters.
According to the National
Weather Service, Charleston will
experience a mostly clear week.
During the beginning of the week,
temperatures will reach the 80s
with lows around 50. 
The end of the week will bring
partly cloudy conditions with
high temperatures in the 70s and
lows in the 50s. Possible showers
and thunderstorms for Thursday
and Friday and a partly cloudy
weekend also are expected.
Dalias Price, local weather
observer and former Eastern pro-
fessor, said Charleston will expe-
rience early, mild fall weather.
Last Sunday was a great exam-
ple, with temperatures reaching
up to 73 and later dropped to 68,
Price said. There will be an ideal
example of fall weather this
week, but there will be mild
weather through the middle of
October, with nice weather ahead,
Price said.
It’s the time of year getting
close to the equinox, which is 10
days away, Price said. 
“Which is interesting,” he said.
“Because many people calculate
the beginning and end of fall and
summer.”
Charleston has had fall weather
all week except for a couple days
here and there, he said.
“Pretty soon, we will begin to
see color on the trees,” Price said,
“which raises a little touch of con-
cern because the season change
indicates winter will be coming.”
“We had .27 inches of rain this
past weekend,” Price said. “(It)
will keep things looking green for
a while yet.
“This time of year, with a lack
of precipitation, makes for a sort
of sad looking lawn,” he said. “But
we have beautiful lawns.”
September is not a rainy
month, Price said. September
has less precipitation than other
summer months, despite the
abundance of rain we have
received. 
“The average for September is
about 3 1/2 inches,” Price said.
“But we received over five inches
the end of August and first week
of September.
“We need to enter the fall sea-
son,” Price said. “The weather
may have delayed the crops to be
harvested.”
A headline in Friday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrect-
ly described an event sponsored by the Charleston Police Department,
the Coles County Safe Communities Coalition and Illinois Department
of Transportation. The event was a blood alcohol content test to com-
pare bar patrons’ blood alcohol levels to legal limits for educational
purposes, but was canceled because of the error. 
The News regrets the error.
C O R R E C T I O N
L O C A L  W E A T H E R
Forecasters
say conditions
as expected
“Pretty soon, we will
begin to see color on
the trees.”
—Dalias Price, local wather observer
W H A T ’ S
G O I N ’  O N
Dan Valenziano
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Need Wayne Brady tickets?
By Gregory McElroy
A C T I V I T I E S  R E P O R T E R
Three panelists shared their
personal experiences of living as
Islamic women in America to
about 30 in attendance Saturday.
The event was an American
Association of University
Women presentation of “A
Conversation with Women in
Islam.”
“Our organization kind of
focuses on education of women,
so we decided to invite some
women from the Islamic nations
to come to share their perspec-
tives so we can be enlightened
and be sensitive to world issues,”
said Brendy Crimmings, associ-
ate professor at Lake Land
College and panel moderator. 
Crimmings and the three pan-
elists talked about living as
Muslim women in America and
the myths about Islamic women
portrayed in the media, particu-
larly on television.
“When we had our planning
committee meeting to decide
what programs we would like to
have this year, one person on our
board decided that this would be
a good topic,” Crimmings said.
“I feel that Americans and
other non-Islamic people should
be more objective,” said Eastern
biology professor Nida Elmuti, a
native of Jerusalem, and one of
the panelists. “(They should) lis-
ten to more than one source, not
just one, for their news, and to
read more.” 
The panel members also talked
about the many results and
issues with America’s treatment
towards Middle-Eastern people
after the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks.
“I was taught that it is my
responsibility that being a
Muslim, I should be able to get
people to understand the way
Muslim women actually are and
the wrong perceptions that peo-
ple have about Muslim women,”
said panelist Sarah Zaman, a jun-
ior speech communication major
and native of Pakistan.
“If I can get even the smallest
chance to clarify it in any way, it
is my duty to go about to do that,”
she said. “I think that forums like
this can be done in schools. The
children can be taught to be
more tolerant towards other peo-
ple at an early age. When you
talk to people about this, that’s
the only way you will learn.”
The American Association of
University Women, founded in
1881, is the oldest and largest
national organization working to
promote education and equity for
women and girls. 
The Charleston-Matton branch
was founded in 1940 and has
about 20 members.
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YOU ARE INVITED TO JOIN 
THE MEN OF THE 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 
C H A P T E R  O F  D E L T A  C H I
The Formal Rush Schedule is as followed:
For More Information or Rides Contact 
The Delta Chi House
At 581-6790 or Dave at 581-6748
Or
Stop By and Meet the Men Of
DC At Our House in Greek Court
Mon. Sept. 15         Inside Stuff       6:00 – 9:00
(Inside Stuff will be held at the union)
Tues. Sept. 16      Dominos Pizza     6:00 – 9:00
Wed. Sept. 17      Hooters Wings      6:00 – 9:00
Thurs. Sept. 18        Pork Chops       6:00 – 9:00
Fri.   Sept. 19     Formal Smoker             7:00 Great Low Prices!!!
100 Dozen
Krispy Kreme Doughnuts
EVERY THURSDAY at 7am
Call 581-3616
to place your order
Doughnuts Are On Sale in the 
UNIVERSITY UNION PANTHER PANTRY
DON’T MISS OUT!!
$5.00 Per Dozen
$2.50 Half Dozen
45¢ Single Donut
Islamic university women reflect on American experience
Let the Chamber entertain you during celebration week
By Adam Testa
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Charleston Area Chamber
of Commerce has planned several
events for it members and
prospective members during
Chamber of Commerce Week.
Chamber of Commerce Week
begins today with an open house
to be held in the chamber office
parking lot from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
All in attendance will receive a
free lunch and will be entered in a
drawing for prizes with a total
value of $2,250, chamber spokes-
woman Laura Sullivan said.
The highest valued prize is a
“Lootery Ticket,” which is then
entered into a drawing at a cham-
ber event later in the fall, which
could be worth $50, $100 or $2,000. 
Other prizes include two free
tickets to the chamber’s annual
banquet dinner ($80), a free one-
year membership to the chamber
($124 and up), and a free gold
membership upgrade.
The gold membership upgrade
would entitle the winner to a
plaque with his or her name on it
signifiying a gold membership.
The winner will also have his or
her name printed in bold type font
in the chamber member directory
and can place two free ads in the
chamber newsletter. The gold
membership upgrade is valued at
$125, Sullivan said.
The Sarah Bush Lincoln Health
System Wellness Program will be
hosting a wellness clinic at the
open house. The health clinic will
offer a variety of health screen-
ings and other services to people
in attendance.
A cholesterol and glucose
screening will be available for $20.
A body composition screening and
a health assessment will be avail-
able for $7. An osteoporosis
screening will be available for $3
and free blood pressure tests will
be administered, Sullivan said.
Dr. Ybarra of the Back to
Health Physician’s group will be
offering free spinal screenings at
the wellness clinic.
The week’s events continue on
Wednesday when the Charleston
and Mattoon chambers of com-
merce will co-host a legislative
affairs training session. The ses-
sion, held at Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center Education Center,
will feature Rob Carney of the
Illinois Chamber of Commerce,
who will be leading a discussion
on how chamber members can
begin forming a countywide
Government Affairs Committee.
A final seminar will be held on
Thursday afternoon at the
Peterson Park pavilion, located at
500 Broadway Ave., Mattoon. The
seminar is titled “Mixin’ and
Minglin’” and will be presented by
Lisa Smith of the business devel-
opment staff of Innovative Staff
Solutions.
Smith will address a variety of
techniques, including starting
conversations with new people,
entering group discussions and
how to exit a conversation with
ease.
Registration for “Mixin’ and
Minglin’” will be held from 2 p.m.
to 2:30 p.m., and the seminar will
begin immediately following reg-
istration and will last until 4:30
p.m.
“We welcome prospective mem-
bers to attend the free networking
seminar and to practice the skills
learned with the other people in
attendance,” said Cindy Titus,
executive director of the
Charleston chamber, in a press
release.
Chamber of Commerce Week is
open to all members and prospec-
tive members.
“Chamber of Commerce Week
is a great time for prospective
members to find out more about
the chamber,” Titus said. “They
can meet with the staff and some
of the members of the board of
directors, as well as other cham-
ber members.”
Chamber of Commerce Week is
designed by the Illinois Chamber
of Commerce and takes place
throughout the state.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  D A N I E L  W I L L I A M S
Nida Sehweil-Elmuti (left), a biology instructor at Eastern, Sehr Saghir (middle), budget manager for the Housing Office, and Sarah Zaman (right), a junior
speech communication major, compare and contrast their varying native backgrounds in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union Saturday morning as part of the American Association of University Women’s presentation.
 Events feature free
food, health screenings
and workshops
With file sharing’s popularity among students
and the Recording Industry Association of
America specifically targeting colleges, Eastern
is again taking steps to ensure file sharing is a
low priority on the network.
With plans to not only educate students on the
perils of file sharing but also to tweak an existing
firewall, Eastern’s Information Technology
Services department hopes to improve network
stability and curtail piracy.
In previous years,
Eastern's network
crawled along or wasn't
functional at all because
of congestion.
The decision to install
a firewall, a filter
installed in network
routers limiting the
amount of file sharing on
the network, was made
in 2001 to limit student
downloading and is now
being updated by ITS.
It has been found that
many previous network
problems resulted from
file sharing. As much as
90 percent of the net-
work can be consumed by file sharing activity,
which in turn slows the university network, ITS
Vice President Chat Chatterji said.
Firewall improvements may speed up the net-
work and please students, but losing the ability to
freely share music and other files will likely draw
the ire of many on campus. 
To combat student displeasure, ITS is also
working with Housing and Dining to educate stu-
dents on how file sharing affects the network.
Students may not like an inability to download
music or be told why piracy is not only illegal but
detrimental to the network, but what other choice
did the university have?
Eastern could buy more bandwidth, which
would give the network a wider 'pipeline' to the
Internet, but this option is costly. No matter how
much bandwidth Eastern would buy, it would ulti-
mately be eaten up by users at some point,
Chatterji has said in the past.
Debate over file sharing is ongoing, but rather
than simply blocking the network from download-
ing, Eastern has found a relative compromise
between education and technological deterrents.
With more students enrolled at Eastern, there is
more network traffic. The network will continue
to be taxed with a high usage, so something need-
ed to be done and this is the best of imperfect
solutions.
Chalk it up to karmic retribu-
tion.
The Recording Industry
Association of America recently
subpoenaed more than 900 music
fans for “illegally” sharing files
over the Internet. If they added six
to seven zeros to that number, they
may begin to hedge the number of
citizens “illegally” co-opting music
for personal use.
To the record company, this
brand of “piracy” is career threat-
ening but the vast majority of
music fans won’t even bat an eye
toward the industry’s supposed
plight. 
For far too long record labels
have insisted on bilking the con-
sumer, cheating artists out of roy-
alties and underestimating the
audience responsible for every-
thing record companies own. Fans
have been taking it from behind,
courtesy of record labels, for years
and now that the roles are
reversed, consumers are bearing
the brunt of the complaints. 
I realize the recording industry
is up-in-arms about plummeting
revenues, market instability and
subsequent job insecurity, but to
solely blame music fans for the
industry’s woes is short-sighted at
best. It’s a cop-out of the most des-
picable kind.
They blame file sharing while I
blame quality, price and the artists
themselves.
The record labels aren’t the only
ones to blame. Many bands have
been trumpeting the virtues of
copyright laws long before the rest
of the industry, but their cries of
foul have rung hollow until now.
I find it rather ironic so many
bands are quick to condemn music
fans for “illegally” procuring
music when genres like metal,
hardcore and punk owe much of
their current popularity to the
tape-trading boom of the ‘80s and
fans who would “illegally” tape
concerts and make copies.
If fans want to support an artist,
see the group live rather than buy
a record–the musicians will make
much more that way. And if bands
want to keep their fans, condemn-
ing file sharing repels many more
devotees than selling inexpensive
singles or simply putting out con-
sistently good music would.
If record companies want to
keep fans coming back, how about
better quality control or competi-
tive prices. When the cost of pro-
ducing CDs continues to drop and
retail prices soar, it doesn’t take a
genius to realize why a backlash
has crippled the industry.
But it’s not only whimpering
labels and crybaby artists champi-
oning the RIAA, there are many
normal people acting under the
guise of ethical righteousness. But
copyright infringement and other
illegalities can be found where you
least expect.
Many Eastern professors have a
habit of showing news clips in
class that have been taped from
television, this despite the fact net-
works sell tapes of these shows for
a whopping $30. But if you can tape
it for free why not do it, right? And
while this example may fall under
“fair use” for the purposes of edu-
cation, if record buyers can’t
become “informed consumers”
before making a purchase, how
fair is fair use?
And labels conveniently neglect
to mention the benefits of file shar-
ing when it comes to discovering
new bands or listening to a record
before buying it to ensure quality.
From a strictly legal standpoint
file sharing may be condemned,
but it is the ethical equivalent to
jay walking, loitering or driving
five miles over the speed limit on a
busy freeway. Illegal? Yes. Worth
filing charges for? No.
If the RIAA or musicians want
sympathy from consumers, they
will be sorely disappointed. For far
too long record executives and
musicians have gravely underesti-
mated the audience to whom they
cater, and programs like Napster
and Kazaa were merely the return-
fire many music fans have been
waiting for.
The choice between overpaying
for someone’s “art” on the whim of
a conglomerate or the freedom to
find new music without crippling
costs and then make an educated
decision isn’t much of a choice at
all.
File sharing may be illegal
according to copyright laws, but it
also shines light on the glaring
errors in judgment by record com-
panies world wide. The record
industry can continue to fight
inane lawsuits against music fans
who have no hope of paying the
fines levied against them, or they
can stop alienating the audience
paying their bills and compromise.
Sadly, most executives will be
homeless before they find this
obvious answer.
The Coles County Safe
Communities Coalition made
an attempt to hold a free, edu-
cational event for the student
body of Eastern on September
12. This was supposed to be an
event aimed at educating stu-
dents about blood alcohol con-
tent (BAC) and DUI laws.  The
event was to take place on
Friday night on the corner of
4th and Lincoln.  
If students who had been
drinking, who were also 21
years old or older, wanted to
experience firsthand how a
breathalyzer test was admin-
istered and learn more about
BAC levels, local law enforce-
ment would provide them
with BAC tests and informa-
tion.   
What this event was not,
however, was a contest, as
stated in a headline in Friday's
Daily Eastern News.  
This was not something
ever conveyed, alluded to, or
stated in any press release
issued to the DEN. It was sim-
ply an educational event
aimed at promoting responsi-
ble drinking and deterring
drunk driving. No one contact-
ed the event's sponsoring par-
ties for clarification prior to
printing the article and its
poorly written and misleading
headline.
Similar events were held in
September 2002 and April
2003 in the same locations at
the same times. In addition,
similar events have been held
in prior years in Charleston
and occur on campuses
throughout the state.  
Event planners were con-
cerned that a "blood alcohol
contest," as the event was
called in a DEN headline,
would encourage students to
drink excessively in order to
gain some prize or recogni-
tion. Due to the misleading
nature of the headline, and the
fear that a few students may
engage in risky behaviors to
win some "contest," planners
decided to call off the event.
It's unfortunate that time
and resources were wasted in
planning this event. What's
more unfortunate is the fact
students missed an opportuni-
ty to learn in the best way pos-
sible; that is, actually experi-
encing something rather than
reading about it. It is possible
that similar events will take
place in the future.  The hope
is that Eastern students will
be confident in participating
in the event and that it will be
covered in an accurate fash-
ion by the Daily Eastern
News.  
Jennifer Strockbine
Coles County Safe
Communities Coalition 
coordinator
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Ben Erwin
Editorial page
editor and semi-
monthly 
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Erwin also is an
senior journalism
and English
major 
He can be reached at
benerwin@hotmail.com 
Karma will kill industry dogma
O P I N I O N
E D I T O R I A L
Headline misleads, undermines efforts
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R S  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“From a strictly legal
standpoint file sharing
may be condemned, but
it is the ethical 
equivalent to jay 
walking, loitering or
driving five miles over
the speed limit on a
busy freeway.”
Editorial board
Jamie Fetty, Editor in chief
Avian Carrasquillo, Managing editor
John Chambers, News editor
Matt Meinheit, Associate news editor
Ben Erwin, Editorial page editor
Matt Williams, Sports editor
jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
ITS and Dining
Services have been
working together to
improve the network
firewall granting low
priority to peer to
peer file sharing
while also education
students on the
process.
Our stance
Students may be
inconvenienced by
firewalls limiting
downloading, but
such inconveniences
are a small price to
pay for a better
working network.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to jfeasternnews@hotmail.com
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necessary
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4 out of 5
rubber
ducks
agree ...
Reading The Daily Eastern News can prevent boredom
Business 
a little 
sour?
call 581-2816
Are You
still 
wishing on
that Star for
money?
Advertise in
the Den!
(It’s Faster)
Starlight, Starbright, First Star......
CABIN FEVER (R) Daily 5:15, 7:45,10:10 
DICKIE ROBERTS:  FORMER CHILD STAR
(PG13) Daily 4:00, 6:45, 9:15  
FREAKY FRIDAY (PG) Daily 4:15, 6:30, 9:00
MATCHSTICK MEN (PG13) Daily 3:50, 7:00,
9:45
ONCE UPON A TIME IN MEXICO (R) Daily
4:55, 7:30, 10:00
OPEN RANGE (R) Daily 5:00, 8:15  
S.W.A.T. (PG13) Daily 4:30, 7:15, 9:55  
THE ORDER (R) Daily 5:30, 8:00,10:20
PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN (PG13) DAILY 6:45
AMERICAN WEDDING (R) DAILY 7:00
Advertise In The Den!
Fall In Love Today!
Tired of relying on other 
people for rides?  Need money
for  transportation?
ADVERTISE IN THE DEN
Shuttle bus
schedule still
not finalized 
By Kevin Sampier
S T U D E N T  G O V E R N M E N T  E D I T O R  
The Panther Express shuttle bus schedule has
aggravated several students this year, but reforms
are under way to improve the situation.
Confusion is the reason for most of the aggrava-
tion.
“The Student Government office has received
several calls from students confused about the
schedule,” said Adam Howell, student senate shut-
tle bus committee chair.  “And that’s very unac-
ceptable.”
Most of the confusion is being caused by the use
of last fall’s schedule.
Howell said he intends on creating a new sched-
ule this fall and plans to recruit more members to
the shuttle bus committee.  
“Anyone who is concerned about the bus system,
we want to recruit as members to the committee,”
Howell said. 
Howell plans to make the shuttle bus schedule
easier to read and less confusing for students
before the end of this semester. 
“I want the fall schedule to be set in stone before
cold weather hits,” he said. 
He went on to say he wants it to be “a schedule
students can rely on.”
To reduce confusion, Howell plans to “reformat
the schedule and redesign it so it’s easier to under-
stand.” 
Howell said the changes to the schedule will
incorporate, “driver break times, shift changes,
and things we can’t avoid.” 
The redesign might include a campus map with
highlighted routes and new shuttle bus hours.  
Howell said he is “working to make routes
and times that better serve the student body,
but also meets the needs of H & H bus service.”
H & H bus service is the company Eastern con-
tracts to provide the Panther Express shuttle bus
service.
Although Howell is working on several other
projects, he said the shuttle bus was his top priori-
ty.
The current shuttle bus schedule can be found on
Eastern’s web page at,
www.eiu.edu/~stdtgov/schedule.htm and provides
additional taxi information for when the shuttle is
not in service.
Howell said the project’s cost is unknown at this
time, but things like extending route times will cost
more money.  
Student government editor Kevin Sampier can be reached at
k_sampier@hotmail.com
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E
Heather Myers, a soon to be a graduate student at Eastern received her first haircut in five years from Lincoln Wear of Charleston
Friday afternoon at Razorz Edge on Madison. The haircut was also for Myers’ birthday.  
Square highlights
By Ashley Walz
S TA F F  W R I T E R
Tucked between the various antique
shops and bookstores of Charleston’s
Square is a leopard-spotted haven for all
things highlighted and massaged.
The Razorz Edge, located on the north
side of the Square, offers everything from a
haircut and coloring to a massage.
The Razorz Edge will see it’s four-year
anniversary this month, and most of the
original staff still works there.
Owner Michelle Drum has a staff of 10 at
the salon, and each has his or her own qual-
ifications. Two are trained specifically in
ethnic hair, while another two are custom
make-up technicians. 
All the designers have been cross-trained
in hair and coloring techniques as well as
aspects of the day spa. 
Drum insists on continuing education for
her stylists. She sends each to Chicago,
Indianapolis and St. Louis in order to offer
the same options customers would be able
to get in a larger city. “We share a vision,”
she said. 
“It’s great,” Amber Antrim, stylist and
spa technician, said. 
Antrim has worked at the Razorz Edge
for two years, after completing her initial
1,500 hours in cosmetology. In addition, she
has completed 1,300 hours in continuing
education. 
The salon features cutting and styling of
hair, as well as coloring. The spa has many
interesting aspects. Facials are offered
from the most basic to glycolic peels, which
remove the top layer of skin.
Massages also range from basic to deep
tissue. They have body wraps for detoxifica-
tion/skin tone and inch loss. In addition, there
are saunas, full-body waxing and manicures
and pedicures. 
Drum is a licensed hypnotherapist and
offers hypnotherapy at her salon.
One of the unique services offered at the
salon is the custom make-up system. There
are two make-up technicians specially trained
in finding the undertones of a person’s face
and matching them with a specially made
make-up. Foundations will be unique, Drum
said. 
The salon offers Internet service, a fea-
ture unique to area salons. While guests
wait, they can check their e-mail, browse
online and register exclusively with the
Razorz Edge. When registered, the person
gets enrolled for discounts  at certain places
like Payless Shoes. 
Eastern students are ever-present at the
salon and spa.
“It’s a high percentage,” Drum said of the
college students making up her clientele. 
“I like it here. They’re really nice,” said
Maggie Granrath, a junior elementary/mid-
dle level education major. 
Granrath is a regular customer of the
Razorz Edge. She came by recommenda-
tion, and passes her recommendation along
as well.
One of the people she passed it on to was
Susie Kretch, a junior family and consumer
science major, who was getting her hair cut
and styled by Lindsey Cook. “I like her. She’s
friendly,” Kretch said. 
General prices include a women’s cut for
$23, a men’s cut for $14 and coloring from $45
to $75. Massages and facials range from $25 to
$75. Pedicures and manicures are $25 and $30
respectively. Prices will be going up in October.
Owner and staff both have future goals of
a bigger place.
“I think...no, I know what makes us
unique is our commitment to continuing
education, teamwork, and our guests,”
Drum said. 
Downtown salon has all the trimmings
 Committee opted to use last fall’s
schedule while working to recruit
members, develop new plan
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get lucky in business
advertise 581-2816
Fill all the
empty seats
at your next
event...
ADVERTISE
WIN a
Free Bike!!
(Raleigh M20 Mountain Bike)
Food and drink by: Boxa and Jitters and Bliss
FALL OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, September 16  
10- 6:30
959 18th Street
(one block North of Lincoln)
Free F o o d.
Live  M u s i c.
Prizes H o u r l y.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  B R A N D Y  H E A D L E Y
Mimi Gonzalez cracks jokes early Saturday morning at 7th Street
Underground in the basement of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
By Kristen Larsen
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Ninety students went to hear Comedienne Mimi
Gonzalez mock everything from human body parts to
Kansas Friday night.
The University Board brought not only Gonzalez,
who preformed at 1 a.m., but also a breakfast bar
complete with danishes and mini muffins.
“The food is perfect for hungry people that can’t
find anything open,” said Nhil De Chavez, a freshman
pre-engineering major. 
“It’s a good time for food and comedy.”
Gonzalez started by saying college is mostly about
partying and having sex. 
She then introduced herself, informing the audience
she graduated from Michigan with a degree in jour-
nalism and said she was Latino. Gonzalez asked if
there were any Latinos in the house. She turned to
three students sitting at a table.
“Are you Latino?” she asked one of them.
“No, I’m half black and white,” the student replied.
“That’s okay,” Gonzalez said, “Us Latinos claim you
anyway.”
She said the reason Africans and Latinos have the
best rear-ends is because of the continents they come
from, which have “great asses” as land forms.
“I though she was really funny,” said Shannon
O’Toole, freshman elementary education major. “My
favorite joke was the one about the asses because we
all know 99 percent of the male population loves a big
ass.”
Gonzalez has performed in 30 states, and has visit-
ed 48 of them. She said they all have something inter-
esting about them, except Kansas. 
“Let me give some advice to you,” Gonzalez said “If
you are going to drive through Kansas, drive through
it during the night or stoned, because the only thing
there is wheat. 
“There’s so much wheat there, my eyes got a yeast
infection.”
One thing Gonzalez said she hates is being mistaken
for Alanis Morissette. She went on to explain that it
was only because she has long dark hair. Gonzalez said
if it wasn’t for her hair, she would look like Tony
Danza. 
Gonzalez recalled one time in New York City’s
Central Park, she had her hair cut short and two 13-
year-old boys ran up to her screaming, “Tony Danza,
Tony Danza!” 
She turned around and said “Look, I have these,”
and pointed to her breasts.
Gonzalez said she hates double standards. She said
if a guy sleeps around he’s considered a big man. “Go
him,” she said sarcastically. But if the woman does the
same thing, she’s looked down on for doing it.
U N I V E R S I T Y  B O A R D  C O M E D Y
College life about sex, parties
 Comedian mocks college life, more
said he was “pleased to see the
hard work get to a point with a fin-
ished product.”  
“Both sides worked hard,” he
said.
After the spring agreement, the
process of getting verbal agree-
ments onto paper lasted into the
summer.  
One factor that slowed down the
process was the calculations of the
predicted faculty pay raises,
Delman said. 
In a separate email received by
The Daily Eastern News Sept. 4,
UPI President David Radavich
explained a reason for a two-week
delay during the summer. He said
a paragraph regarding a possible
salary bonus from the tentative
agreement was missing.
The omission would have violat-
ed the Illinois Educational Labor
Relations Act, which requires writ-
ten contract language to conform
to the negotiated settlement.
Radavich said this forced him to
file an unfair labor practice
charge. He received a letter from
the BOT stating the university
would restore the missing lan-
guage.
The first Unit A, or tenured fac-
ulty, draft was presented in late
June and more revisions were
made.
To Eastern faculty and UPI, the
contract settlement comes as a
relief, Wayland said.
“The contract is not actually a
new one, but just a revision with
changes to the old language,”
Wayland said.  
University administrators and
the faculty union gave varied
explanations as to why finalizing
the contract was taking so long.
Delman, UPI president, said,
“there was not (one) single cause.”
He continued explaining there
were a lot of calculations to be
made and it is important to get the
information completed accurately. 
This final contract included four
main terms. 
This year, the faculty will
receive no salary increase but will
receive a two to three percent
increase over the next four years.
The Unit B, or non-tenured fac-
ulty members, will also have
increased wages. The faculty’s
intellectual property rights and
copyrights to published works will
increase.  Faculty will also have
more university power to assign
faculty members distance educa-
tion via Internet off-campus sites,
according to the contract terms.
Agreement:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
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WIN a
Free Bike!!
(Raleigh M20 Mountain Bike)
FALL OPEN HOUSE
Tuesday, 
September 16  
10- 6:30
959 18th Street
(one block North
of Lincoln)
345-1316
Free F o o d.
Live  M u s i c.
Prizes H o u r l y.
Food and drink by:  
Boxa and 
Jitters and Bliss
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LEADERS
SCHOLARSTRADITION
ATHLETICS
HONOR SOCIAL
BROTHERHOOD
LOYALTY
Join The Men Of
(Red Brick House Off Of Greek Court)
For Rides or Info Call Tim 581-2621
or Seth 345-1686
Monday - University Union
Tuesday - All you can cat Subway
Wednesday - All you can eat BOXA Hot Wings
Thursday - All you can eat Pizza Hut
Friday - Formal Smoker
All events at Sig EP House
Sigma Phi Epsilon
RUSH SIGEP!   RUSH SIGEP!   RUSH SIGEP!   RUSH SIGEP!
Adve
rtise
in th
e
DEN
Once
 per
day
581-
2816
We’ve got the 
prescription for a 
successful
business...
PHI KAPPA THETA
Fall Rush Schedule 2003
Monday ~ September15 ~ 6-9 pm
Meet the Men of Phi Kappa Theta
In the Union
Tuesday ~ September16 ~ 6-9 pm
Wednesday ~ September17 ~ 6-9 pm
Thursday ~ September18 ~ 6-9 pm
Join the Men of Phi Kappa Theta for Subs
in the Tent at Greek Court with the
Beautiful Ladies of EIU
Join the Men f Phi Kappa Theta for Pizza in
the Tent at Greek Court
Formal Smoker at Phi Kappa Theta House
848 6th St.
For Rides or Information Call Ben @ 345-4371
RSO/Homecoming Meeting
Tuesday, September 18, 2003
@9:30 Arcola/Tuscola Room
Candidates Must be there at 9am
The candidate applications are 
DUE Tuesday-
Forms in mailboxes
Her son, Phillip, a senior at the
University of Michigan, who sold
his football ticket to attend
Sunday’s unveiling, agreed. 
“It’s really accurate. I think
when you talk about how an artist
can capture a personality, I think
(Chambers) did it,” Phillip Surles
said. “When you see it in person,
it’s just really a lot more powerful.”
Chambers is a graduate of the
American Academy of Art in
Chicago. Aside from Surles,
Chambers said he has painted the
portraits of university presidents
from Northwestern University and
Florida State University. His two
most accomplished portraits are
that of former Illinois governors
James R. Thompson and Jim
Edgar.
Canvas to masterpiece:
Carol Surles did have a few spe-
cific requests of Chambers. 
She wanted the omission of the
bulky presidential medal usually
donned by those portraits of presi-
dents before her. Also, Chambers
said Surles requested she have a
gold pin attached to her robe. 
Chambers said the two toyed
with the idea of Surles wearing a
cap or beret, but the idea was nixed.
The whole process takes about a
month, Chambers said.
“Some paintings go by fast,” he
said. “Other times, it feels like I’m
working on the Sistine Chapel.”
Chambers first meets with his
subject to develop an understand-
ing of the personality and previous
accomplishments.
Ideally, the person would meet
with Chambers multiple times and
sit in a chair in his office, but the
illustrator realizes many of his por-
traits are of busy people, so he
relies on photos. Sort of.
“I try to divorce myself of any
photography like side lights, hair
lights or background lights,”
Chambers said. “I have available
light from outside, so I can get one-
directional light.”
Chambers said he meets with his
subjects about a half a dozen times
and takes many photos of them. He
does this so the subject will feel
comfortable and revert to their
normal postures and mannerisms. 
“I always direct on what’s com-
fortable with them,” he said. “I
don’t want to position them like a
mannequin or position them like
Julia Roberts. No, I want to shoot
them in their natural form.”
From the pool of pictures,
Chambers selects one to reference
for painting. He will send three
versions to the university: one of
the full 34 by 42 inch size; a small-
er one either 14 by 20 inches or 11
by 14 inches; and a third version
that is not painted, but hand drawn
that is sent to the subject.
Chambers pays close attention
to the mannerisms because people
“aren’t trees” he said. He said most
people can identify with an object
like a tree or apple because they
come in all shapes and sizes.
“But in a portrait,” he says,
“there’s no choice. It has got to be
Dr. Surles. It can’t just look like her
sister or something.”
If all goes as planned, Chambers
wants people’s reaction to be, “Oh
yeah, that’s the way (he or she) sits.
That’s very them.”
The painting process is easy for
Chambers, who said he “can paint
anything.” Since he uses oil-based
paint, if he does not like the color
or tone after a day’s work it can be
scraped off and restarted the fol-
lowing day. 
“It would be hard to tell what
paintings I labored over and what
ones I didn’t,” Chambers said.
At the end of her speech, Surles kissed her fam-
ily members. Hencken and Johnson unveiled
Surles’ portrait to applause. 
“There are a lot of portraits on these walls,”
Hencken said as he pointed toward the portraits
of three former Eastern presidents in Old Main
“And they all have one thing in common: they all
wanted the best for Eastern and to make it the
best place it could possibly be.”
“When you become president there is only one
goal: to leave the institution in a better place than
when you started, and Carol did that.”
Surles, who was the first woman to hold the
presidential position full-time, left Eastern in the
summer of 2001 because of a battle with breast
cancer. 
The work order for the portrait had been
requested in early 2002, Nilsen says, but Surles’
cancer treatment prevented her from meeting
face to face with Chambers until earlier this year.
She now lives in Florida.
The portrait was the pinnacle of decades in high-
er education, Surles said, but her starting point
began 27 years ago with a book and a mentor.
She said during her doctoral studies at the
University of Michigan, the late Robert
Blackburn told her to read Cardinal Newman’s
book, “The Idea of a University” that was pub-
lished in 1854. 
Years later, Surles said she worked with several
university presidents who understood Newman’s
vision of the university “in its purest form of seek-
ing knowledge and truth, giving it a new arrange-
ment and preserving it for posterity.”
Surles reiterated those two lessons to faculty, to
tell students to read the best books first, and find
a student or colleague to mentor so faculty leaders
will influence “the character of universities far
into the future.” 
“Thus, had I not read one of the best books first,
and had I not been mentored, I would not have
seen the light in the Old Main tower,” Surles said.
Administration editor Tim Martin can be reached at
noles_acc@yahoo.com.
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Former university president Carol Surles speaks dur-
ing a ceremony for the unveiling of her portrait
Sunday afternoon in Old Main.
Artist:
Artist spends month painting Carol Surles 
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Portrait:
Surles became Eastern’s first woman president in spring of 1999
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1
Lou Hencken
“When you become
president there is only
one goal: to leave the
institution in a better
place than when you
started, and Carol did
that. ”
SMOKERS WANTED!!!! What do
you like about smoking?  What do
you think about the new laws?
We want to know.  Please call Val
or Tom at 581-7786.
________________________9/19
Experienced painter basically for
exterior work. References
required. Call 345- 3119
__________________________9/24
Night owls needed!!!  Inserters
needed for The Daily Eastern News.
Hours as needed between 10:00
pm and 2:30 am.  Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall Student Publications
office between 8:00 - 4:30.  
_________________________09/30
Movie extras/models needed. No
experience required. Earn up to
$500/$1000 per day. 1-888-820-0167 
__________________________10/3
Bartender trainees needed.  $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539.
________________________10/23
Searching for a job that works
around your class schedule?
Ruffalo Cody in partnership with
Weststaff has immediate long
term customer service /  inside
sales positions available. We
offer: flexible scheduling, a
fun/professional atmosphere,
paid training and competitive
starting salary. Call Now!! 345-
1303 Weststaff eoe m/f/h/v
__________________________00
Night owls needed!!!  Inserters
needed for The Daily Eastern News.
Hours as needed between 10:00
pm and 2:30 am.  Apply at 1802
Buzzard Hall Student Publications
office between 8:00 - 4:30. 
__________________________00
N-side square, nice 2 bdrm, 1lft, sky-
light, heat, trsh, wtr, and cbl. 348-7733.
________________________9/15
2 bedrooms. Upstairs apartment.
2 blocks east of square. 10-12
month lease. Security required.
Call 348-8305.
________________________9/17 
CALL NOW!!! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE in partner-
ship with WESTAFF is looking for
people just like you to be a part of
our team!!! $7/HR WITH GRADU-
ATED PAY INCREASES Work
around YOUR schedule with our
new flexible hours: 5p-9p; 12p-4p
or 12:30p-9p Business casual
atmosphere Bonus potential
Advancement opportunity Call
today to schedule your personal
interview: 345-1303 
__________________________00
Huge 1 br apt. off Charleston
square. $525/month INCLUDES
HEAT, WATER, TRASH PICKUP,
APPLIANCES. No pets. 345-2617
________________________9/30
Clean, nice, furnished 2 bdr apt.
available for Jan. 04. Parking/trash
incl., laundry on premises, locally
owned, by EIU police.  Call 348-
0673 leave a msg.
__________________________00
AVAILABLE OCTOBER: 1-BR New
Unf Apt stove, frig, microwave,
dishwasher, wash/dryer, AC $450
per for single/couple 117 W. Polk
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
JUST CAME AVAILABLE: 2-BR
Unf Apt stove, frig, microwave,
AC $230 per person for 2 resi-
dents, $395 per for single/couple
1305 18th Street Call 348-7746
__________________________00
Efficiency apartment close to
campus with A/C. Males only, no
smoking. $340/month. All utilities
included. 345-3232 days.
__________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS -
1611 9TH ST. 1 BLOCK EAST OF
OLD MAIN, 1-2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT AVAILABLE 2003-
2004 SCHOOL YEAR. 9 MONTH
INDIVIDUAL LEASE. COMPLETE-
LY FURNISHED PLUS HEAT AND
GARBAGE FURNISHED CALL
345-7136.
__________________________00
BUZZARD STUDENTS.
Lincolnwood Pinetree has large 2
BR apts. available @ 2020 10th.
Call 345.6000 to see!
__________________________00
Renting now for Fall of 2003. 4 BR
houses. Within walking distance
of Eastern. Call 345.2467
__________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances,
W/D. Available Spring & Fall 2003.
Excellent locations.  345-7530
__________________________00
FALL 03-2 BR FURN APT $235
ea. 10 mo. lease. NO PETS. 345-
5048
__________________________00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS: 1509 S.
2nd St. 3 BR furnished apts, low
utilities. New carpet and new furni-
ture. Leasing for Spring 2004 and
Fall 2003 semesters. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Bedroom to rent 3 blocks  from
campus. 128 Polk. $300/month.
Includes all utilities. 1-630-707-
4470
__________________________00
2 Bedroom still available as low
as $230/month each/2 people.
Call 348-7746
__________________________00
Apt. available. 1426 9th Street.
Apartment #4. Call 549-3448.
__________________________00
Beat the parking problem.
Motorcyle for sale. $800. Can be
seen top of hill Lake Charleston.
217-259-5822
________________________9/15
Roommate wanted- female. DSL,
water paid for, Nice, 2- bedroom
clean apartment. Air-conditioning
and heater. Call Alicia (847) 638-
1610. Lindley 4th St. Close to
campus.
________________________9/16
Responsible roommate needed.
$225 a month, + utilities. Close to
campus. Call 217-276- 2288
________________________9/17
GRAD STUDENT LOOKING FOR
QUIET ROOMMATE. 3 BDRM
HOUSE 10 MINUTES EAST OF
CAMPUS ON LINCOLN AVE.
NEAR ASHMORE. NON-SMOK-
ER. $400/MONTH CALL 349-8674.
________________________9/24
Roommates wanted,
$295/month. Call Lindsey
348.1479
__________________________00
Roommates for 3 BR furnished
apartments. $290 per person.
1509 S. 2nd. Call 346-3583
__________________________00
Sublessor for 1 Br apartment for
October, November, and
December. Close to campus.
$325/mo-can go lower. 348-6397
________________________9/16
67% of EIU Students have not
used tobacco within the last
month (n-471 representative EIU
students).
How does alcohol impact YOUR
wallet? Log on to
www.eiu.edu/~herc/ and check
out the online E-Chug to find out.
________________________9/17
95% of EIU students have not
used Amphetamines within the
last month (n=471 representative
EIU students).
________________________9/19
ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING
SENIORS! If you are interested in
a yearbook of your senior year,
and are not sure how to pick it up,
come to the Student Publications
office, room 1802 Buzzard Hall,
and for only $4 we will mail you a
copy in the Fall when they are
published.  Call 581-2812 for
more information.
__________________________00
Hay rides, barn dances, bonfires,
and camping. 15 minutes from
Charleston. Call John at 217-240-
0492.
________________________9/15
Crash course to Quit Smoking!
Tuesday, September 16 at 4pm in
the Matinsville Room, 3rd floor of
the Union. Approximately 1 hour
informational presentation and
free “quit kit”.
________________________9/16
Natural beauty products, sport
supplements, diet ads, homebrew
supplies available at Natural Food
& Nutrition 422 Madison Ave n-f-
n.com
________________________9/19 
MARAKECH- We carry women
and men’s clothes, jewelry, tapes-
tries, door beads, and more WE
SHIP UPS 345-1388
09/19
Spring Break 2004. Travel with
STS, America’s #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.
Now hiring campus reps. Call for
group discounts.
Information/Reservations 1-800-
648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
________________________9/22
Oakley’s Bike Shop. Bikes,
kayaks and more! Repairs /
accessories and more. Tues thru
Saturday. Mattoon 234-7637
________________________9/30
SPRING BREAK WITH THE
BEST- BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS!
Now offering 3 destinations!
Acapulco, Puerto Vallarta and
Cabo San Lucas! Book early-get
FREE MEALS! Organize a group
and travel for FREE! Call for
details 800-875-4525 or
www.bianchi-rossi.com
________________________9/30
S p r i n g  B r e a k  ‘ 0 4  w i t h
S t u d e n t C i t y. c o m  a n d
M a x i m  M a g a z i n e !  G e t
h o o k e d  u p  w i t h  F r e e
Tr i p s ,  C a s h ,  a n d  V I P
S ta tus  as  a  Campus  Rep !
C h o o s e  f r o m  1 5  o f  t h e
h o t t e s t  d e s t i n a t i o n s .
B o o k  e a r l y  f o r  F R E E
M E A L S ,  F R E E  D R I N K S
a n d  1 5 0 %  L o w e s t  P r i c e
G u a r a n t e e !  To  r e s e r v e
on l i ne  o r  v i ew  ou r  Pho to
G a l l e r y,  v i s i t  w w w. s t u -
d e n t c i t y. c o m  o r  C a l l  1 -
888-SPR INGBREAK !
__________________10 /13
A  “Rea l i t y ”  Sp r i ng  B reak
2 0 0 4 .  O n l y  w i t h
S u n s p l a s h  To u r s .
Fea tu red  i n  t he  “The  Rea l
C a n c u n ”  M o v i e .  L o w e s t
P r i c e s ,  F r e e  M e a l s  &
Pa r t i e s  be fo re  Nov.  6 th ,  2
F r e e  Tr i p s  f o r  G r o u p s .
w w w. s u n s p l a s h t o u r s . c o m
1-800-426-7710 .
__________________11 /07
W I N T E R  A N D  S P R I N G
BREAK.  SK I  AND BEACH
T R I P S  O N  S A L E  N O W !
w w w. s u n c h a s e . c o m  O R
C A L L  1 - 8 0 0 - S U N C H A S E
TODAY !
__________________12 /15
L O G  H O U S E  C O N S I G N -
MENT/  RESALE  SHOP:  $1
SALE  9 -5 .  348 -8001 .  GO
T O  FA I R G R O U N D S ,  F O L -
LOW THE  S IGN.
____________________00
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C A M P U S  C L I P S
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH: Trinity Episcopal Church in Mattoon
is sponsoring a Holy Eucharist service at 5:00 p.m. Sunday, November
16, in the Newman Center.  All are welcome!  Please attend.
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only): _________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________ Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Check No._______
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
S U B L E S S O R S
F O R  S A L E
P E R S O N A L S
P E R S O N A L S
Lincolnwood Pinetree 
Apartments
Studio,1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
• Lots of space
• Swimming pool
• Volleyball court 
Across from Carman Hall
345-6000
ACROSS
1Games
nobody wins
5Small, medi-
um or large
9Green fruit
drink flavor
13West Coast
gas brand
14Shoelace
problem
15Get ___ a
good thing
16“Well, I’ll be!”
19Out for the
evening,
maybe
20Gymnast
Comaneci
21Yogi or
Smokey
23Quart divs.
24“Sesame
Street” skills
28Get-up-and-
go
30Folklore
meanie
33Overly, infor-
mally
35___-Cat (off-
road vehicle)
37Motor City
labor org.
38“If only …”
41Late colum-
nist Landers
42Broadway hit
letters
43Cat that
catches
rodents
44No longer on
active duty:
Abbr.
46“Dumb” girl
of old
comics
48Fourposters,
e.g.
49Got together
51007
53Photo tint
55Port in “The
Marines’
Hymn”
60“Stupid of
me not to
know”
62Defeat deci-
sively
63Handle
roughly
64___ gin fizz
65___-bitty
66Stuff to the
gills
67Weigh sta-
tion units
DOWN
1Tex-Mex
snack
2Wrinkle
remover
3Quito’s
country:
Abbr.
4Auctioneer’s
closing word
5Kid’s wheels
6Scared (of)
7Animal
house
8English prep
school
9Deceived
10Wearing a
costume, say
11N.Y.C. gallery
12U-turn from
WSW
17Apply gently
18Napkin’s
place
22Greet the
day
24Battling
25Daniel with a
coonskin cap
26“I don’t want
any part of
it”
27Cardinals’
team letters
29Dictatorship
31Thumped
fast, as the
heart
32Decorative
jugs
34Takes too
much, briefly
36Lennon’s
lady
39Doofus
40Kernel
45Sheriff’s
sidekick
47Cheap booze
50Up to, infor-
mally
52Fizzle out
53Flu season
protection
54U.S.N. big-
wigs
56“Check this
out!”
57Norway’s
capital
58“Exodus”
author Uris
59Fateful
March day
60___ Lanka
61Battery size
Puzzle by Nancy Salomon and Harvey Estes
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 14 15
16 17 18
19 20
21 22 23
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40
41 42 43
44 45 46 47 48
49 50 51 52
53 54 55 56 57 58 59
60 61
62 63 64
65 66 67
Edited by Will Shortz No. 0804
TIESSIZELIME
ARCOKNOTINON
COULDAFOOLEDME
ONADATENADIA
BEARPTS
ABCSBRIOOGRE
TOOTOOSNOUAW
WOULDABEENNICE
ANNSROMOUSER
RETDDORABEDS
METBOND
SEPIATRIPOLI
SHOULDAGUESSED
ROUTMAULSLOE
ITTYSATETONS
Make it a part of your morning routine ...
Read The Daily Eastern News !
ADVERTISE!
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) — In the two years since law
enforcement agencies gained fresh powers to help them
track down and punish terrorists, police and prosecutors
have increasingly turned the force of the new laws not on
al-Qaida cells but on people charged with common
crimes.
The Justice Department said it has used authority
given to it by the USA Patriot Act to crack down on cur-
rency smugglers and seize money hidden overseas by
alleged bookies, con artists and drug dealers.
Federal prosecutors used the act in June to file a
charge of “terrorism using a weapon of mass destruc-
tion” against a California man after a pipe bomb explod-
ed in his lap, wounding him as he sat in his car.
A North Carolina county prosecutor charged a man
accused of running a methamphetamine lab with break-
ing a new state law barring the manufacture of chemical
weapons. If convicted, Martin Dwayne Miller could get
12 years to life in prison for a crime that usually brings
about six months.
Prosecutor Jerry Wilson says he isn’t abusing the law,
which defines chemical weapons of mass destruction as
“any substance that is designed or has the capability to
cause death or serious injury” and contains toxic chemicals.
Civil liberties and legal defense groups are bothered by
the string of cases, and say the government soon will be
routinely using harsh anti-terrorism laws against run-of-
the-mill lawbreakers.
“Within six months of passing the Patriot Act, the
Justice Department was conducting seminars on how to
stretch the new wiretapping provisions to extend them
beyond terror cases,” said Dan Dodson, a spokesman for
the National Association of Criminal Defense Attorneys.
“They say they want the Patriot Act to fight terrorism,
then, within six months, they are teaching their people
how to use it on ordinary citizens.”
Prosecutors aren’t apologizing.
Attorney General John Ashcroft completed a 16-city tour
this week defending the Patriot Act as key to preventing a
second catastrophic terrorist attack. Federal prosecutors
have brought more than 250 criminal charges under the
law, with more than 130 convictions or guilty pleas.
The law, passed two months after the Sept. 11 attacks,
erased many restrictions that had barred the government
from spying on its citizens, granting agents new powers
to use wiretaps, conduct electronic and computer eaves-
dropping and access private financial data.
Stefan Cassella, deputy chief for legal policy for the
Justice Department’s asset forfeiture and money laun-
dering section, said that while the Patriot Act’s primary
focus was on terrorism, lawmakers were aware it con-
tained provisions that had been on prosecutors’ wish
lists for years and would be used in a wide variety of
cases.
In one case prosecuted this year, investigators used a
provision of the Patriot Act to recover $4.5 million from a
group of telemarketers accused of tricking elderly U.S.
citizens into thinking they had won the Canadian lottery.
Prosecutors said the defendants told victims they would
receive their prize as soon as they paid thousands of dol-
lars in income tax on their winnings.
Before the anti-terrorism act, U.S. officials would have
had to use international treaties and appeal for help from
foreign governments to retrieve the cash, deposited in
banks in Jordan and Israel. Now, they simply seized it
from assets held by those banks in the United States.
“These are appropriate uses of the statute,” Cassella
said. “If we can use the statute to get money back for vic-
tims, we are going to do it.”
The complaint that anti-terrorism legislation is being
used to go after people who aren’t terrorists is just the lat-
est in a string of criticisms.
More than 150 local governments have passed resolu-
tions opposing the law as an overly broad threat to con-
stitutional rights.
Critics also say the government has gone too far in
charging three U.S. citizens as enemy combatants, a
power presidents wield during wartime that is not part of
the Patriot Act. The government can detain such individ-
uals indefinitely without allowing them access to a
lawyer.
And Muslim and civil liberties groups have criticized
the government’s decision to force thousands of mostly
Middle Eastern men to risk deportation by registering
with immigration authorities.
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Newly
sworn-in Indiana Gov. Joe
Kernan declared Sunday a
statewide day of remembrance in
honor of the late Gov. Frank
O’Bannon, but remained out of
the public eye in preparation for
the week ahead.
Kernan, who was to return
Monday to the Statehouse, faces
some pressing problems. He
must soon decide whether to
extend a 60-day stay of execution
O’Bannon ordered in a death-row
case, and how to handle the
state’s $800 million budget
deficit.
He also must choose someone
to take over his job as lieutenant
governor.
Leaders of both parties said
they were confident Kernan
could corral consensus to
address the state’s biggest prob-
lems during next year’s legisla-
tive session and run the state’s
business for the next 15 months.
Kernan, a Democrat who had
been lieutenant governor since
1997, announced in December he
would not run for governor in
2004. The decision surprised
Democrats, who had banked on
him as their best chance for keep-
ing a 16-year hold on the office.
In the week since O’Bannon’s
stroke, Kernan has said he does
not anticipate changing his mind.
“I think he will do the duty that
was thrust upon him,” House
Speaker Patrick Bauer, a fellow
Democrat, said Sunday.
Said longtime Senate Finance
Chairman Larry Borst, a
Republican: “The state will do
well in his hands.”
The state Supreme Court for-
mally transferred power to
Kernan, 57, on Wednesday, two
days after O’Bannon was found
unconscious in his hotel room
while attending a trade confer-
ence. O’Bannon, 73, died
Saturday at a Chicago hospital,
and Kernan was sworn in as gov-
ernor about six hours later.
After the ceremony, Kernan
asked Hoosiers to remember
O’Bannon on Sunday, suggesting
the day be one “of reflection, sor-
row and joy for a life that was
lived to the fullest in the service
of the people of Indiana.”
Parishioners at St. John
Catholic Church in downtown
Indianapolis prayed Sunday for
the new governor and for
O’Bannon.
“We deeply respect the mar-
velous work that Gov. O’Bannon
did as the leader of our state,”
said Rev. Thomas J. Murphy, the
church’s pastor.
Kernan met last week with
agency heads and O’Bannon’s
staff to begin the transition of
power. Katherine Bull, Kernan’s
spokeswoman, said that after a
private day Sunday, he planned
more internal meetings Monday.
Loss of O’Bannon leaves Kernan with full plate
Anti-terror laws
increasingly used
for common crime
Older sister of 
tennis’s Williams 
shot to death
COMPTON, Calif. (AP) — An older sister of tennis stars
Venus and Serena Williams was shot to death Sunday, and sher-
iff’s deputies surrounded a house where three suspects were
barricaded, authorities said.
Yetunde Price, 31, of Corona, was gunned down shortly after
midnight in the Los Angeles suburb of Compton following a
confrontation with some residents, Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Deputy Scott Butler said.
She was pronounced dead at a hospital.
At about 6 a.m., about 40 deputies surrounded a home where
three people believed involved in the confrontation were bar-
ricaded, Deputy Richard Pena said. No arrests were immedi-
ately made.
Price was one of five Williams sisters who spent their early
years in Compton. The family later moved to Florida.
Price was identified as a registered nurse and a business
management major in Venus Williams’ personal information
listed in the 2003 media guide for the WTA Tour.
CAMARILLO, Calif. (AP) — Retail gasoline prices rose a frac-
tion of a penny in the past three weeks, stabilizing after a steep
climb of 21 cents a gallon since early June, an analyst said Sunday.
The average price for a gallon of self-serve gasoline
nationwide, including all grades and taxes, was $1.75 on
Friday, according to the Lundberg Survey of 8,000 stations.
That was up about 0.29 of a cent since the last Lundberg
Survey was taken Aug. 22.
Analyst Trilby Lundberg said the end of the summer driv-
ing season and a general reduction in the cost of crude oil
helped prices stabilize.
“I expect gasoline prices to go down from here,” Lundberg said.
Price cuts already were occurring in some parts of the
country, including much of the West Coast and parts of the
Midwest and Gulf Coast, Lundberg said.
The earlier increase was the largest retail price hike on
record since the Lundberg Survey began keeping records 50
years ago. Two-thirds of it came between Aug. 8 and Aug. 22.
During August, East Coast and Midwest electricity blackouts shut
down several refineries, and a West Coast pipeline rupture halted gaso-
line deliveries to Phoenix and soaked up already tight regional supplies.
Retail gasoline
prices stabilize
East Coast warily eyes hurricane
MIAMI (AP) — Hurricane Isabel
plowed toward the Atlantic Coast on
Sunday on a course that could slam the
powerful Category 4 storm into the cen-
tral East Coast late this week.
“If it hits landfall ... it has the potential
for a large loss of life if we don’t take it
seriously and prepare for it,” Dr. Max
Mayfield, director of the National
Hurricane Center said on CNN.
Computer models predict that weather
conditions over the East Coast should pre-
vent Isabel from turning back out to sea
and missing land, hurricane specialist
Stacy Stewart said.
“Landfall along the U.S. mid-Atlantic
coast somewhere between North Carolina
and New Jersey between four or five days
(Thursday or Friday) is appearing more
and more likely,” Stewart said. “Little or
no significant weakening is expected to
occur until after landfall occurs.”
In Wilmington, N.C., John Byrnes had
already stocked up with 25 sheets of ply-
wood Sunday and enough two-by-fours
and screws to barricade the windows at
his house, his in-laws’ house and their
downtown law office.
His household generator was ready and
he had an extra tank of propane gas to run
appliances.
“We’re all pretty much taken care of,”
Byrnes said. “We’re in standby mode.”
At 11 p.m. EDT, Isabel’s maximum sus-
tained wind speed was 155 mph — 1 mph
below the minimum for Category 5 — and
down 5 mph from earlier measurements.
Experts had said it would be extremely
unusual for Isabel to maintain Category 5
strength as it moved north over cooler
water.
The storm was centered about 850
miles south-southeast of Cape Hatteras,
N.C. Hurricane-force wind of at least 74
mph extended 115 miles out from the cen-
ter.
It was moving toward the west-north-
west at about 13 mph, and was expected to
continue on that path into Monday, then
turn toward the Carolinas, possibly mak-
ing landfall Thursday or Friday.
Forecasters note that hurricanes can be
unpredictable, and long-range forecasts
have large possibilities for error.
In Washington, D.C., emergency offi-
cials were working on acquiring addition-
al sandbags, and planned to begin a public
education campaign and meet with other
department and critical services leaders
Monday.
“Then we’re going to pray,” said Peter
LaPorte, director of the Emergency
Management Agency.
In Charleston, S.C., Joe Walker said he
didn’t evacuate in 1989 when Hurricane
Hugo blasted ashore and he probably
won’t leave if Isabel veers into his area.
“If it’s going to come, it’s going to
come,” Walker said.
In the Hampton Roads areas of
Virginia, many stores were cleaned out of
batteries, bottled water and other hurri-
cane-readiness supplies.
“My wife is taking the dogs and getting
out of town, but I’m going to stay because
I feel like I have a responsibility here,”
said Stewart Smokler, a member of the
Virginia Beach Amateur Radio Club.
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Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
Friday 8:00 am to 4:30 pm
Saturday 10:00 am to 4:00 pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm
Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union
Eastern Illinois University
B o o k s t o r e
20% Off
Art Supplies
Sale Runs September 15-21
Advertising in the
DEN...
The best thing since
sliced bread!
DALLAS vs. GIANT
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
$1.50 Bottles Domestic
MONDAY AT
it’s
Pro Wrestling Show Featuring The Honky Tonk Man
Thursda
y Thursday
SUMO WRESTLINGTuesday Tuesday
Shaun Leyden
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The women’s soccer team suf-
fered a tight loss on Sunday at
Lakeside Field playing host to the
Eastern Michigan Eagles.
Things looked good early for
the Panthers as forwards Beth
Liesen and Audra Frericks com-
bined to loop the ball over Eagles’
goalkeeper Courtney Ward.
Ward scrambled back but the
ball was judged to have crossed
the line, giving Eastern an early
1-0 lead. It was Frericks’ third
goal of the season.
Sloppy defending in the 10th
minute saw Eastern Michigan
level things up with a goal from
Cyndi Mullins, as it seemed a goal
fest was on the cards.  
But this was never going to be
the case as both teams put in solid
defensive displays. Midfielder
Sharyne Connell practically
played as a fifth defender, track-
ing back constantly to stop the
threat of the Eagles.  
Liesen was a constant threat for
the Panthers in the first half,
making darting runs down the
right and sending in several loom-
ing crosses.
Eastern goalie, junior Lindsay
Dechert, beat away a deflected
shot in the closing minutes of the
first half.
Other than that, she was kept
reasonably quiet throughout the
game as her defense did the talk-
ing.
Sophomore Morgan Frericks
was outstanding for the Panthers
throughout, not only keeping it
tight at the back, but even provid-
ing a creative spark as the
Panthers surged forward late on.
Eastern Michigan took the lead
after 15 minutes in the second
half.  Shannon McIntyre poked
the ball home and suddenly the
Panthers would have to try and
come from behind.
With 20 minutes remaining,
Liesen went close with a near post
header, which went over the bar.
Despite the attempted come-
back, and the desperate efforts of
Morgan Frericks, the Panthers
came up short.
However, it wasn’t for a lack of
effort, as the Panthers clearly
gave it their all.  
“We played hard, put in great
effort,” Morgan Frericks said.
“This will only make us better and
they were a good team. They tied
Purdue.”
Coach Steve Ballard was clear-
ly satisfied with the performance
as well.
“We put in a lot more effort
than Wednesday,” Ballard said.
“We are just out of sync.  We’ll
pull things together and get
things clicking and it’s better to
have this now than at the end of
the season.”
The Panthers will be looking to
bounce back when they travel to
No. 25 ranked Missouri Friday.
E A S T E R N  M I C H I G A N  2 E A S T E R N  1
Effort does not equal outcome in loss
Men’s standings
SIU- Carbondale 57
Northern Iowa 60
Eastern Illinois 69
Marquette 86
Illinois State 130
Indiana State 161
Missouri 183
Evansville 221
IUPUI 260
Illinois-Chicago 282
Wisconsin-Green Bay 292
Saint Louis 300
Bradley 321
Eastern runners
7. Jeff Jonaitis
8. Dave Carlson
15. Eric Werden
22. Jake Strout
25. Jackson Johnson
76. Zach Fairfield
77. Scott McNamer
83. Mike Begich
92. Eric Dorsch
Women’s standings
Missouri 41
Marquette 48
Indiana State 115
Illinois State 115
Illinois 125
Illinois-Chicago 185
Northern Iowa 198
Eastern Illinois 231
IUPUI 254
Northern Illinois 270
Evansville 301
Bradley 313
Wisconsin-Green Bay 339
Saint Louis 383
Eastern runners
32. Stephanie Bone
40. Angie Simone
53. Jessica Peach
64. Kristen Chandler
68. Megan Balas
80. Amanda Schutte
87. Nicole Flounders
94. Shane Evans
100. Katherine Dzielski
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Freshman Amy Dix fights to take the ball from an opponent in a game at Lakeside Field. Eastern was unable to
beat Eastern Michigan, falling 2-1 in their non-conference matchup.
Eastern misses tourney championship by a goal
By Matt Williams
S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Eastern nearly claimed
Northwestern’s Lakefront Classic
after tying Northwestern 2-2 Friday
and defeating Lafayette 1-0.
The problem was, after Eastern
had worked hard to blank Lafayette
in the first game Sunday,
Northwestern knocked off DePaul
2-1, taking the title because they
ended with more goals scored than
the Panthers for the tournament.
Eastern head coach Adam
Howarth was disappointed the
teams could not be named co-cham-
pions but he was pleased with his
team’s play throughout the week-
end.
“We gutted it out against a very
good team in Lafayette,” Howarth
said. “I was really happy with our
grit and determination.”
Senior midfielder Chad
Dumonceaux gave the Panthers an
opportunity for them to take the
championship with the Panthers’
lone goal against Lafayette.
Dumonceaux blasted a shot from
about 25 yards out, beating
Lafayette’s goalkeeper for the
game-winner.
Howarth was happy with his
team’s ability to hold off a team that
had not previously lost before their
meeting.
“It was a very tight game,” he
said. “(Our defense) played very
disciplined.”
Friday Eastern came to a 2-2
draw after 110 minutes against the
host Wildcats. Eastern got on the
board first in the 10th minute when
freshman midfielder scored his
first collegiate goal .
Stewardson snuck the ball by
Northwestern goalkeeper Brian
Heckenbach off a corner kick from
junior Kurt Krupa.
Northwestern evened the score
in the 36th minute with a goal from
Gerardo Alvarez on a penalty kick.
Eastern again took the lead in the
second half with a goal from sopho-
more Justin Ongaro on a pass from
Jeff Galanes.
Eight minutes later the Wildcats
responded with a header from Brad
Napper, putting the ball past
Eastern goalkeeper Casey
DeCaluwe and sending the teams
into overtime tied at two. 
The Panthers got the opportunity
to take control and gain the win as
two Northwestern players were
given red cards before the end of
the half, giving the Panthers a two-
man advantage in the extra periods.
Eastern was only able to get off
four shots with Heckenbach mak-
ing all four saves.
The Panthers next play host to
Wright State Friday at 4 p.m at
Lakeside Field. 
Cross Country
at Bradley U.
M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
“We just wanted to show that
we belonged on the field with
those guys,” Eastern sophomore
cornerback Terrance Sanders
said. “We accomplished that, but
there were a couple of guys that
got really tired as the game wore
on.”
Almost immediately, Eastern
went three and out again and was
forced to punt deep in its own ter-
ritory. On this occasion Hibbets
blocked his second punt on the
day but this time he returned it 15
yards to make 27-0.
“Blocked punts change football
games,” Pinkel said. “Your
chances of winning go up dramat-
ically if you can block punts.”
The Panthers offense was con-
trolled the entire afternoon as the
Tigers posted their first shutout
since 1998. Eastern only gained
221 yards of total offense and got
constant pressure to quarterback
Andy Vincent.
“I thought our quarterback was
going to have trouble with their
blitzes and he did,” Spoo said.
“It’s very unfortunate he’s not 6-
4, he’s only 5-11 and it hurt us.” 
Vincent finished the contest 23-
of-36 for 154 yards and one late
interception while the running
game was stagnant as well with
Walter Payton candidate Andre
Raymond rushing nine times for
26 yards.
Sophomore Vincent Webb was
the leading rusher for the
Panthers with 35 yards on eight
carries.
“I was very disappointed with
the way Andre ran today,” Spoo
said. “Maybe the holes weren’t
there, but sometimes a running
back has to make his own way.”
Eastern only entered Missouri
territory four times during the
game, which didn’t allow the
offense the amount of opportuni-
ties to break the shutout.
“We feel like if the offense can
put up 21 to 28 points, we’ll win so
it’s frustrating to see them strug-
gle,” senior linebacker and
Buchanan Award candidate Nick
Ricks said.
Missouri All-American candi-
date Brad Smith was efficient in
the second half to end the contest
24-of-31 for 214 yards and two
touchdowns. However, Pinkel
was less than thrilled about his
quarterback starting the game
for only 136 yards in the first
half.
“I’ll tell it like it is, it wasn’t
very good,” Pinkel said. “We had
guys open and missed some, we
might have had some poor
routes.”
After having a pair of mediocre
games this season, Abron used
the 1-AA opponent to have a huge
day running the ball as the senior
finished with 87 yards on 15
caries and two touchdowns.
Abron had 39 yards on his last
three carries.
Spoo stayed positive after the
game and said there are certain
things in this game his team can
build on as it returns to 1-AA
competition.
“We have to get better offen-
sively but I thought the defense
played extremely well,” Spoo
said. “I’m very proud of their
effort.”
Eastern’s expectations and
aspirations for the 2003 season
have not dimmed after its first
loss of the season.
“As I just told our guys,
Western Kentucky started out 2-3
last year and went on to win a
national championship and that’s
our goal.”
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Still Waiting For The Job Recovery
U. S. economy sheds jobs
CAN YOU AFFORD NOT TO GO?
This is your opportunity to put a face with a resume.
Career Services   www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
1300 Human Services Bldg./581-2412
Fall Career Day/Job Fair
9/25/03
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
MLK Union Ballrooms
75+ Organizations
YOU’VE READ THE
HEADLINES
A
d
v
e
r
t
i
s
e Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
Village Rentals
~Renting for 2004-2005
~Well Maintained
~All houses and 
apartments furnished
~Close to campus
~2-4 bed houses & 1,2,3
bed apts, duplexes available
Call for an appt.
345-2516
Place Your DEN Personal
...because plenty of cute
chicks read it daily!
Panthers go three and out
By Michael Gilbert
S P O R T S  R E P O R T E R
The Eastern volleyball team
struggled this weekend against
some solid competition at the
Powerade Panther Invitational in
Milwaukee, Wis., losing all three
of its matches.
The Panthers opened up the
tournament with a Friday evening
showdown against Sacramento
State. After losing the first match
30-19, the Panthers gave the
Hornets all they could handle in
the second game, but ultimately
fell 30-28. The Hornets finished
off the Panthers 30-23 in the third
game to get the win in the first
ever meeting between the two
schools.
Eastern’s head coach Brenda
Winkeler credited Sacramento
State’s speed as the decisive ele-
ment to the Hornets three game
sweep.
“Sacramento State is a team
that is ranked in the Top 80 in the
country,” Winkeler said. “They
were a little faster than us and
quick all around. We couldn’t
match up with them.”
In day two of the tournament,
the competition was even tougher
for the Panthers as they faced off
with the (7-1) University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. In the bat-
tle of Panthers, Wisconsin-
Milwaukee had little trouble with
Eastern winning all three match-
es 30-17, 30-28 and 30-24.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee received
a balanced offensive attack from
sophomore outside hitter Karen
Fruit and middle blocker Larissa
Cattanach who each had 15 kills in
the victory. Junior outside hitter
Sarah Potts also got into the
action with 14 kills, and the
Panther defense pressured
Eastern to a hitting percentage of
just .125. It was only Wisconsin-
Milwaukee’s second win against
the Panthers in 15 prior meetings.
Wasted in Eastern’s loss was
the show put on by junior Erica
Gerth. The outside hitter had 13
kills, nine defensive digs and a
shooting percentage of .274. 
Eastern saved its best perform-
ance for last when they met in-
state rival Illinois State. The
Panthers won the first two games
30-26 and 30-28 and had three
opportunities to out the Redbirds
away and win the match.
However, with their backs on the
wall Illinois State was at their
best as they rebounded to win the
final three games 30-22, 30-21 and
15-13 and the match three games
to two. 
Eastern again received a stellar
performance by Gerth who had
22 kills and 21 defensive digs and
was named to the all-tournament
team for her efforts. 
Gerth has now been named to
three straight all-tournament
teams as she received the same
honor at the Pepsi/Super 8
Invitational in August and at the
Mark Twain Hotels Invitational
Sept. 5-6.
“Erica did a great job for us this
weekend,” Winkeler said. “Now
that she is a junior, some of the
erratic performances she had as a
freshman are gone. She is a team
leader and a go to person on our
team.”
Shanna Ruxer was equally
impressive in the Panthers
attack, contributing 13 kills and
one service ace with a .417 hitting
percentage.
“Shanna was excellent against
ISU,” Winkeler said. “She didn’t
play much in the other two games
because she didn’t match up well
with those teams but she did a
great job. Shanna brought intensi-
ty and leadership.”
Illinois State had their own pair
of twin killers as middle hitter
Emily Kabbes and outside hitter
Kelly Rikli played extremely well
in the five game series. Kabbs
had 22 kills and a hitting percent-
age of nearly .440 and Rikli was
successful on seven of her 10 kill
attempts and finished with 53
assists.
Although the Panthers lost to
all three opponents Winkeler was
able to take some positives from
the tournament.
“We did very well considering
the competition,” Winkeler said.
“The last game against ISU was
very close, we just didn’t close out
the match. But the way we played
(against ISU) is very encourag-
ing.”
V O L L E Y B A L L
 Eastern wins only two
games in three-match
weekend
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Junior Erica Gerth attempts a kill in a recent home match at Lantz Arena.
Despite her team losing all three matches this weekend, she was named
to her third straight all-tournament team.
I guarantee you my high school
in Wisconsin got about 5-6,000 and
we only had 10,000 people in our
town. How about we turn O’Brien
into a bowl and have seats behind
the end zone? 
All I’m saying to our athletic
department is, just because we
aren’t even the biggest school in
our state doesn’t mean we can’t do
certain things.
1. Missouri’s ROTC people do a
push-up for every point they
score. (Why not?)
2. Penn State has a lion roar
sound on opponents third downs
We could have a panther roar.
3. Marquette has Tom Crean
come on the Bradley Center
jumbo screen to pump up the
crowd before every game. (head
basketball coach Rick Samuels
could come on to address the Blue
Crew)
These are just a couple of
things that could at the very least
turn Eastern Illinois into the
Gonzaga of the Midwest. 
It’s amazing how I’m reminded
of these things when I go to places
who do it bigger and better. 
Matchup breakdown
0 37
Eastern Missouri
Illinois at
1-1 3-0
1    2    3    4   –   F
A W A Y : 0   -  0  -   0  -  0   –   0
H O M E : 0  -  14  - 13  - 10 –    37
A W A Y  –  H O M E
F I R S T  D O W N S 1 1      –      2 2
R U S H I N G  Y D S 3 2 / 6 7      –      3 6 / 2 2 1
P A S S I N G  Y D S 1 5 4      –      2 8 8
P L A Y S / Y A R D S 6 8 / 2 2 1     –     7 4 / 5 0 9
P A S S  A T T / C O M P / I N T 3 6 / 2 3 / 1      –     3 8 / 3 0 / 0
F U M B L E S / L O S T 3 / 3      –      2 / 2
P E N A L T I E S / Y A R D S 4 / 2 0 -         5 / 5 6
P U N T S  ( N U M B E R / A V G ) 9 / 3 3 . 7       –      4 / 3 8 . 2
P U N T  R E T U R N S / A V G 2 / 2      –     5 / 1 0 4
T I M E  O F  P O S S E S S I O N 3 1 : 3 8      –      2 8 : 2 2
Stevens:
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
Half:
Turnovers and special
teams haunt Eastern
against Missouri
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 2
By Matthew Stevens 
A S S O C I A T E  S P O R T S  E D I T O R  
COLUMBIA Mo. - For nearly 28
minutes of play, Eastern was prov-
ing it belonged on the field with a
Big 12 power and then the roof
caved in and the Missouri Tigers
went on to the blowout 37-0 win.
The Missouri Tigers scored 14
points right before halftime to take
all the momentum out of the
Panthers as they walked into the
locker room.
Eastern had an early opportunity
on its first drive of the game to take
an early three-point lead as sopho-
more Steve Kuehn lined up for a 37-
yard field goal attempt.  However,
he never got an opportunity to try
as holder Andy Vincent couldn’t get
the proper snap down and was
forced to unsuccessfully scramble.
“Special teams was disappoint-
ing because we gave them too
many opportunities today,”
Panthers head coach Bob Spoo said.
Eastern was driving down the
field with 3:45 left in the half but
had the possession halted as tail-
back Andre Raymond suddenly
fumbled the ball, which was recov-
ered on the Panthers 36-yard line.
“Up until three minutes in the
half it was 0-0 then we turned the
ball over and they only have to go 35
yards for a touchdown.” Spoo said.
Missouri halfback Zack Abron
ended the scoreless tie by plunging
into the end zone from five yards
away to complete a 7-play drive
that took less than two minutes.
“Field position and turnovers
hurt us the whole day today,” Spoo
said.
Eastern proceeded to go three-
and-out on offense and had Tom
Schofield punt’s partially blocked
by freshman safety Shaun Hibbets.
Schofield’s punt traveled 13 yards
and Missouri had the ball on
Eastern’s 37-yard line.
The Tigers only took 39 seconds
to score when Brad Smith found
receiver Shaun Coffey in the cor-
ner of the end zone.
“I love to be able to drive the ball
with one minute left and only use
one or two time outs,” Missouri
head coach Gary Pinkel said. 
The Tigers couldn’t put up any
more points until later in the third
quarter when on fourth and one
Abron broke through a hole and
rushed 25 yards to the end zone.
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One half to remember in loss
Panthers trounce Cyclones in home-opener  
D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  S T E P H E N  H A A S
Senior receiver Dawanzelle Hopson tries to escape the hold of Missouri defensive back David Overstreet
Saturday afternoon at Faurot Field in Columbia, Mo. The Panthers lost the game 37-0.
Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Men’s soccer vs. Wright State 4 p.m. Lakeside Field
W Soccer at Missouri 7 p.m.
Cross country Panther Open 5:30 p.m.  Home
S A T U R D A Y Football vs. Illinois St. 1:30 p.m.  O’Brien
W Rugby vs. Dayton 1 p.m. Lakeside
SUNDAY W Soccer vs. SW Missouri 1 p.m. Lakeside Field
Like the advertisement
says, Mizzou football is on the
move.
Led by a Heisman candidate
in sophomore quarterback
Brad Smith and head coach
Gary Pinkel, the Tigers are
rebuilding themselves into
more than just a basketball
school.
Missouri’s Faurot Field has
the combination of modern
technology mixed with that
special ambience required for
a total college atmosphere.
Every school has its niche
that has been passed down for
generations and what sets it
apart from everyone else in
the country. Illinois has the
chief, Colorado has the run-
ning of Ralphie the buffalo,
Notre Dame has Touchdown
Jesus and Tennessee has over
100,000 people singing “Rocky
Top” at the top of their lungs.
In Columbia, Mo., they have
something special too - a hill
and rock quarry. Seems a little
lame for the largest school in
its state to hang its hat on a
grass hill and a bunch of rocks
but Missouri makes it look and
feel like the most special thing
in college football.
When the near 70,000 seat
stadium is sold out, people can
still see the Missouri Tigers in
person. For $10, fans can buy a
ticket and sit on the grass
beyond the north end zone. The
diehard Mizzou faithful like to
sit on the rock quarry to show
its loyalty.
The white rock formation
makes a really large “M”
which has remained since the
stadium opened in 1924. The
only potential crisis with the
rock formation was caused by
a fraternity from Nebraska.
A bunch of guys snuck onto
Faurot Field climbed the hill
and moved the rock around so
it would form a big “N” on a
game day in which Missouri
was scheduled to host the
Cornhuskers.
Stadium security got word
that this act of vandalism had
taken place and over 100 stu-
dents volunteered to fix the
problem before the noon kick-
off.
Ah, the students - at
Missouri have the best seats.
What a concept! The Missouri
student section in about the
first 10-12 row on the 50-yard-
line right behind the Missouri
bench.  Which I suppose could
be a great thing when you’re
up but vice versa if down.
At Eastern, we have no tradi-
tion, no student involvement
and I can prove it. When I
came to Eastern last year and
received the dime tour of the
campus I found certain things
wrong with our athletic facili-
ties.
We came into Lantz Arena,
my first question was, “where
do the students sit?” Seeing as
how no one had ever seen a col-
lege arena (correction we play
in a gymnasium) without seats
behind the basket, it seemed
like an important question.
O’Brien Stadium, well, only
seats 10,000 people and that’s
insane.
T H R O W I N G
H E A T
Matthew Stevens
A S S . S P O R T S  E D I T O R
Eastern
needs its own
traditions
M I S S O U R I  3 7 E A S T E R N  0
E A S T E R N  7 7 I O W A  S T A T E  0
By Andrew Sarwark 
S T A F F  W R I T E R  
Eastern had its home-opener against the Iowa State Saturday
afternoon, beating up on the Cyclones 77-0. The Panthers used a
balanced attack of offense and defense to beat up on the inexpe-
rienced Cyclones.
Saturday, Lakeside Field was filled with a lot of enthusiasm
from both the players and fans. The first 15 minutes of the game
started off slow and sloppy for both teams. Since this was the
first meeting between the two schools, neither team was not sure
what to expect from one another.
“We had to get used to the type of offense and defense they
were playing,” head coach Frank Graziano said 
The Panthers broke the scoreless tie with just over 27 minutes
left in the first half and lead 5-0. Shortly after the score, senior
Becky Carlson scored for the first time putting the Panthers up
by 10 with about 25 minutes left in the first half. She scored a
minute later putting Eastern up by 15. She would end up scoring
three times in the game.
Sophomore Marlise Davidson added two scores for the
Panthers during the first half. The Cyclones had a tough time
doing anything offensively against the intense defense applied by
the Panthers. By the time the first half ended, Eastern held an 41-
0 lead over the visiting Cyclones. 
The second half was more of the same from the Panthers. They
took a 46-0 lead five minutes into the half and piled it on more.
The Cyclones continued to have a tough time getting anything
going against the Panther defense, unable to put any points on the
scoreboard.
Over the course of the half, Graziano was able to get everyone
playing time on the field. All of the six freshmen, including
Robyn Harris, Gabby Burk and Katie Folliard were able to gain
valuable playing experience in the win.
“Overall, we were  pleased with their performance in the
game” Graziano said. Brittany Brown, Becky Carlson and
Maureen Kirby played extremely well Graziano also said.
“This was one of Becky’s better games since she returned to
the team,” he said. “Brown, Carlson and Kirby played more com-
fortable, they made some nice runs and played solid defense.” S E E  S T E V E N S  Page 11
 Eastern improves to 2-0 on season in 
dominant win
 Panthers hold Tigers
scoreless for first 28 
minutes of the game
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D A I LY  E A S T E R N  N E W S  P H O T O  B Y  D A N I E L  W I L L I A M S
Junior prop Brittany Brown handles the ball during a match against Iowa State
Saturday afternoon at Lakeside Field. Eastern defeated Iowa State 77-0.
